The Z-dependence of the transferred orbital angular momentum into the intrinsic spins of deep inelastic collision partners is studied. The correlation between energy loss and
nucleon transfer calculated by the present method is compared with that derived by previously proposed empirical methods.
The currently used empirical approaches appear to be subject to serious systematic errors. It is cettainlynot correct for the lowest £-waves, where the TKE of the fragments is expected to be dominated by the Coulomb energy·of two touching fragments. This ·prescription has been widely used, perhaps because of its sirrip'licity. ln the second infrequently used prescription, 2 the lines of constant£ are drawn parallel to the Coulomb· energy· of two touching fragments. While the latter pr'escription accounts 'for the Q-value associated with mass transfer to some extent, and is probably adequate for the lowest £-waves due to the prevailing'Coulomb effects mentioned previously, it is most likely not correct for the highest £-waves. It is therefore essential to determine the correct'constant angular momentum contour lines in order to assess the possible systematic errors introduced by the empirical prescriptions.
This problem is of great actual interest. For instance, analyses of the kind mentione'd above, employing the first prescription, have been used to determine diffusion coefficients and to evaluate the energy loss per exchanged particle in some heavY ion reactions. the Z-TKE plane in a consistent and justifiable way.
In the limit. of infinite radial friction (the. relevance of which is discussed in a later section of this letter), the;re are two limiting patterns these lines _should display, corresponding to the_ two extreme regimes associated with the rotational degrees of freedom of the intermediate complex. In the first limiting case the reaction occurs with no transfer of. angular momentum from orbital motion to intrinsic_ spin ..
In this .case, the angular momentum of. relative motion as a function of Z, R.rel (Z,R.), is a constant independent of Z and equal toR.
•. The total kinetic energy. can be calculated as
where 11z and dz are the reduced mass and.the distance between centers for the charge-asymmetry specified by Z. .The curves in Fig. la show examples for this case assuming the shape of the complex to be two touchipg.spheres.
In the second limiting case the complex is rotating as a rigid body at the time of scission, regardless of the impact parameter (R.-wave).
(Such an assumption was used by Moretto and Sventek 5 in their diffusion model description of deep-inelastic reactions.) In this case, the relative angular momentum is Z-dependent, and given by -3- nucleon transfer rates, whfch can'be written as: (4) Knowing these transfer rates, we can write the following system or coupled differential equations for the spins and the orbital angular momenta:
. . Eqs. (5) and (3), subject to the proper initial conditions, we
arriv:e at values for Q,l (Z, Q,, t) and Q, 2 (Z, Q,, t).
2 The present treatment of the angular momentum transfer is being 'extended to describe the )'-multiplicity data being collected. 
